This page is going to be updated in the JoS but I will update this with the meaning of this post and in a more articulate and fitting manner.

You will read some things here about Succubi which you may not like. However, unless I dispel these delusions, situations that have happened in the past may repeat themselves and that's negative so it can't be allowed.

Most people have already came to these conclusions by mass mistakes, as I have frequently seen in posts, yet there was no official addressing of the issue, which now there is. Therefore, for those who are serious into getting a Succubus relationship, read below.

Many people are constantly saying nonsense about Succubi, in particular, common nonsense:

That the succubi "Forces" it on themselves. That's not true.

That the succubi "Wants them only for itself" or does things that have not been otherwise agreed upon.

Reckless people who have zero experience with astral entities, jump straight into a succubi relationship to satiate sexual drives, and might end up fucking whatever thing goes around in the astral or 3a. Make up bullshit through forms or an apparition by accident 3b. Get disappointed or even worse harmed by these "Entities" which they falsely open up to, believing them to be "succubi".

Underestimate the whole ordeal thinking succubi are some astral prostitute

Do not build up all the considerable skills to undertake a holy spiritual undertaking such as bonding with a being that is of such high advancement. Succubi, the bullshit names aside, are oftentimes lower order [still far more advanced than human] Demons. They are extremely advanced.

Lowest dung lunatics who think they are having gangbangs with the "high crowns of hell" or whatever like this, which when met should be scorned with maximum hate, since it reflects pure blasphemy and the highest degree of human stupidity. There is a positive and a negative here.
In regards to Gentiles, feelings of positive interest can be sexual, imagination, or wanting to explore thoughts. That's fine, even normal in some cases since people experience sexual feelings. That is not bad or something to be guilty over, but has to be understood to be wishful thinking. For those who think of whatever here, just meditate for 10 years more and come back at this thought.

Negative cases are cases like crazy jews who said they were the "Only wives" of Satan or even worse some jews who said the "Demon threw themselves on them" are just people who make up nonsense, and blasphemous at that. Some jews go as far as to claim that "Lilith wants to steal their seed" and other nonsense. That is only their schizophrenia speaking, and much of this is common in the "Left Hand Path".

Alas that topic is not for those who seek to lie to themselves to elevate their own importance, but to those who want to know what is truly going on - with the mindset to take this seriously and make a bond with a Demon that will advance you and propel you higher for your life and your soul.

Starting to address these issues from the last issue:

6. Satan, or any of these Gods, do have nothing to do with having "Sex" with any petty humans. That's about the same ordeal as many idiotic women or men who have self-inflation problems, reflected on the Gods. The subconscious belief here is that the Gods are mere prostitutes, or that someone's penis has such universal value that literally the universe of the Gods would want to have sex with them.

I understand the positive and negative effects of the human ego. The positive effect here is that one feels infatuation or attraction towards a Great God, which in itself this can be a normal instinct, such as feeling turned on by the Gods for very obvious reasons. The negative is the nonsense I mentioned above.

Between the two, one must understand that these feelings of affection, private sexual moments one experiences in imagining the Gods, or whatever, are not truly happening, but products of one's imagination and mind. Unless this is understood, and if too much dwelled upon, astral deception or other nonsense is imminent.

5. If you don’t seriously advance to a very proper extent, having a Succubii or Incubi can be a situation that takes time. Depending on what you ask for in the ritual, the Demon or Demoness [if you take this seriously yourself] is going to try to get you to open up spiritually to be able to relate to them.
First of all, you must do a formal ritual to ask to be brought up to be ready for this, rather than merely think you are ready or deserving by default. Succubi relations might NOT be for all people, yet, you can also request temporary courtship or something like this to see if this is for you. That's to be done respectfully.

Affection in the form of sexuality might happen in dreams, feeling suddenly aroused and other things - to see and to feel comes with time and serious astral openness. Work is required, it doesn't happen on its own. "Noobs" and other people who just join and claim they are married to Demons and they see them, hear them completely and whatever, are almost always met with disappointing delusions or news.

4. No need to comment further on this. They are not sex crazed freaks like displayed in Jewish nonsense or ((("Satanic"))) bogus organizations of sexually repressed or oversexual people. No, they won't try to rape your magnificence on the bed, nor will steal your little seed.

However, parasitic or vampiric enemy entities, might. Actual Demons, are actually in a situation you would be if you were having a relationship with a person who simply isn't there yet, spiritually speaking. This can be made into a waste of their time if humans aren't doing the required part. Succubi however are Demons and have different time or problem perception, so they are therefore patiently waiting for people to advance and so on.

I won't comment on further disgraceful statements by people about "High Ranks" and other fantasies. These are fantasies. How you know is by verified reality, yet many people live in their own fantasies so that shouldn't matter to them. In one's fantasy one can do whatever they want, yet the person who seriously wants to relate with a Demon, will understand what I mean here.

If you are a True Satanist, refrain from seeing the Gods and Succubi in this stupid manner at once. Or just remain deluded, I don't know.

3. That is a very serious situation. If one doesn't know what astral entities one is working with, connecting with them sexually is like going out in a club, getting zoned out, and then starting to have sex with people left and right. Only, in this case, the damage or danger of deception might be lower.

Despite of what people understand of astral sex, it can be totally real, and if you start connecting sexually [and therefore energetically] to random astral entities, if you aren't sure these are truly of Satan, there can be serious issues. Unless one has experience to verify this with high certainty, then you must carefully engage.
How do you know the Demon in question is an incubus or succubus? They will in general be like the Demons. The relationship will not be of parasitism, but of growth. No negative things will occur, and you will be treated very nicely, or in general, as you treat them. Succubi can also return atrocities done to them with a vengeance, so one must keep that in mind too.

In the case where one's sexual energy has created apparitions, these will generally be weak, they will be able to be banished, and you won't really feel much if any "astral" or "unusual" stimulation. Imagining these apparitions and thinking you "Communicate" with them is not going to provide you with really nothing at all, or merely lies. Yet, since you have to start training your senses, imagining things in this way can be a "tunnel" through which your Succubi or Incubi will get to you. But one must know that when you are imagining this, you are actually imagining this, and to not believe everything you imagine, but rather know you are training your mind to be receptive. After a point, you will know it's them for real, because of the contrast against these imaginations.

If you find out you might have connected with a negative entity and so on, all measures that are taken as having connected with a toxic human do also apply here. These involve removing connections or freeing the soul, cleaning, and above all, not engaging whatever this thing was "sexually" again.

2. Succubi or Incubi will not do things that are not agreed upon. Also, in contrast to the claims they will do all your "hearts desires", there is a limit to this. Things like infidelity or other nonsense upon agreed terms are hardly tolerated by them. That's why also as a human being to follow this most rewarding path of engaging to a Demon, before you are that advanced, can be troublesome.

Yet, one can always try, but make sure you know what you ask for and be honest. If you fail due to human errors [this can happen in any relationship], you might do a ritual to Satan to separate you from the Succubi or Incubi, and you must not waste their time. If these things go past a point, the Demon will leave on his or her own accord.

Because of the nature of the Astral and the other side, if the relationship is agreed to be monogamous for example, it *WILL* be, and the Succubi will seek you again in your next lifetime until you are advanced to connect with them again. As one can understand, this goes again to the situation of being ready and treating these relationships with the proper sacredness.

They will be with you if agreed upon until you reach the Godhead, and then more than likely continue together. This is how far this can go if both parties take it
seriously [the vector of failure is the human as Demons are already ascended and they know their wants/needs etc.].

1. They do not force themselves on people, yet because they are Demons [not all are the same] some, depending on the drives, can be more sexual than others. Succubi relationships do not have to only be purely "sexual", but can have a sexual element or merely a love element.

They certainly don't force themselves on people as claimed in many stupid grimoires from which these lies also arose. They will treat you respectfully and work with you. They will have your best interest in mind.

As a closing note, the benefits of advancement at the soul and everything with a succubi is immense. These relations can be a fast track to spiritual development, yet as I have illustrated here are not without massive dangers, mainly coming from the human side and other astral nuances.

Relation with a succubi or incubi is not a necessity, it's rather a narrow path for specific individuals who want to invest into this path. Fulfilling love and other relationships can be with humans or the Gods directly, without the particular succubi or incubi element.

It's necessary to understand the importance of this and the prospects in order to successfully engage into such a relationship. This is a sacred, important, and completely "different" relationship, which is not for everyone. To some people it might even be unfulfilling or not make sense at all, which is totally fine and normal.

It is a true statement that such a relationship can be the most fulfilling thing imaginable for those fitting into this, yet, at the same time there is a degree of seriousness and sacredness involved that must be loyally adhered to in order for this to work.
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